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heart, if any, is God revealing? What invitation(s),
if any, is God extending to you?
As you engage with God through this text in
this way, what responses are necessary? What, if
anything, keeps you from responding in this way?
You might consider concluding your time as a
group by discussing how you might support and
encourage one another in responding to God.

Unbounded

•

45 minutes

•

(The following questions are intended to provide your
group with a way of connecting with one another so that
you might partner in the work God is doing in your lives.)

Context and Background

Connecting:

•
•
•

In what ways did God move in your life this
week? In what ways did you respond to him?
What was your biggest challenge this week? In
what ways, if any, did you invite God into this
challenge?
How honest have you been with us? (Graciously
thank group members for their honesty if they state they
have held back.)

Getting Started:
10 minutes
•

Describe a time in life during which you became
stuck. What was this like for you?

Diving Into the Text:
60 minutes

(The following questions are intended to provide your group
with a simple road map through the text. Feel free to use these
questions in ways that best fit your group and the dynamics of your
own meeting.)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Discuss the background and context of Acts 6-7
using the notes.
Read Acts 6.8-7.53 aloud, slowly. Try to imagine
the scene unfolding before you.
As you experience this text, what stands out to
you? Could you elaborate?
In his speech, Stephen claims that God is
always active and his people always resist him.
What examples of this does he provide? Try to
find as many as possible in the text.
When you consider these examples, what
reasons might God’s people have had for
resisting God’s movement?
Do you believe that this dynamic between God
and his people is still in play today? Would you
explain?
What reasons might God’s people have today
for resisting God’s movement? Are these
reasons similar or dissimilar to the reasons of
the Israelites?
Read Acts 6.8-7.53 once more, seeking to
be present and experience the scene as an
onlooker. Pause for a few moments to allow
your group time to ponder the text.
As you experience this text, what parts of your

Sanhedrin

The term “Sanhedrin” refers to a council or assembly,
and was the term used to refer to the Jewish highest
court and council presided over by the high priest
(Matthew 26.59; Mark 14.55; Acts 5.21, 7.1). Jesus,
Peter, John, the rest of the apostles, and Stephen
were tried before this council (Mark 14.53-65; Acts
4.1-22, 5.27, 6.8-8.1), and Paul claims to have been
empowered by this council to arrest Jewish followers of
Jesus in Damascus (Acts 22.4-5).
The term “Sanhedrin” as an official title first appears
outside the New Testament in the Mishnah around
A.D. 200, making it unclear as to the exact nature of
the council to which the New Testament is referring as
the Sanhedrin. What is clear from the New Testament
is that this council was somehow made up of men who
had ties to the whole of Israel (Acts 5.21). Josephus,
a first-century Jewish historian, describes a number
of local and national councils whose scope and
membership varied depending upon ever-changing
political climates, but he does not describe a single
supreme council in Jerusalem; this may be because the
nature of this council remained in flux. While the exact
nature of the Sanhedrin probably varied, shifting in the
political winds, it is certain that a council composed
of the high priest, elders, and respected literate
authorities (scribes) formed a powerful ruling council
in Jerusalem. This council would have handled both
secular and sacred matters because no division existed
between the two realms in Jewish life. Depending on
the power of the high priest and the freedom given
by Roman authorities, the power and influence of
this council would have waxed and waned, but they
remained a constant presence and influence within the
realm of Jewish life and thought in Jerusalem.
The Stephen speech (Acts 7) marks a climax to a
building conflict between the early church and the
Jewish authorities. Having plotted to crucify Jesus,
these leaders wish to stamp out all echoes of his
influence. They warn Peter and John not to speak about
Jesus (Acts 4.1-22). When this did not work, the council
flogs the apostles for continuing to speak about Jesus
(Acts 5.17-42). With Stephen, the Sanhedrin resorts
to murder (Acts 7.54-8.1) and the empowerment of
others to begin a concerted persecution of the church
(Acts 8.1-3; 22.4-5).

The Text
Acts 6.8-15: Accusations of blasphemy
In Acts 6, the early church takes a big step forward
by empowering leadership outside of the original
apostles. Seven deacons (servants) are chosen to help
with the growing needs of a growing church! It is no
surprise that these leaders, men full of the Holy Spirit
(Acts 6.3), also engaged in evangelistic ministry (Acts
6.8-10; 8.4-8). Stephen, one of these leaders, began an
evangelistic ministry among Jews from northern Africa
who had returned to live in Jerusalem. His ministry of
proclaiming Jesus, like that of the apostles, was marked
by signs and wonders. However, Stephen’s message
was met with opposition, but the members of the
Synagogue could not overcome Stephen because of
the wisdom given to him by the Holy Spirit. Therefore,
these Jews resorted to underhanded methods of falsely
accusing Stephen of blasphemy, speaking against God’s
nature and character. While Luke notes the charges are
false, the charges raised indicate how these Jews were
hearing Stephen’s message about Jesus. They viewed his
message to be against Moses and God (Acts 6.11) and
later against the Law and the Temple (Acts 6.13). These
are actually the same charges. Basically, when these
Jews heard Stephen, they heard him speaking against
God as he was revealed in the Law and how he was
experienced in the Temple; that is, Stephen was saying
God was not who they thought he was as revealed in
the Law and God did not work as they understood him
to work in the Temple. This is an important point to
grasp if one is to understand Stephen’s speech in Acts
7. He has been charged with speaking against God by
proclaiming God’s movement in the person of Jesus.
However, the Jews cannot comprehend, from their
understanding of the Law and the Temple, how God
could ever have moved in the person of Jesus.

Acts 7.1-53: Stephen’s rebuttal
Brought before the Sanhedrin, Stephen is given an
opportunity to answer the charges against him. At first
blush, it appears Stephen provides a long retelling of
the history of the people of Israel which is somewhat
detached from the charges at hand. However, a deeper
reading reveals that Stephen is addressing the charges
by pinpointing the real issue at hand. In his speech,
Stephen makes two important points: 1) God is always
active (outside the ways God’s people expect him to
act); 2) God’s people always resist (the God who defies
their expectations).
To understand Stephen properly, one must view his
speech through the lens of first-century Judaism. In
this context, the Jews are God’s chosen people who
are waiting on God’s rescue and elevation of Israel
(both people and land) over all nations. In addition,
this God is physically present and active in Jerusalem
in the locus of the Temple. There alone lies holy ground.

Within this context, Stephen argues that God has never
been concerned with acting within the land of Israel or
the Temple. He is an unbounded God.
Stephen begins by noting that the people of Israel
can trace their origins to Abraham, but Abraham
experienced God outside the land of Israel in both Ur and
Harran. When he came to Canaan, he never possessed
it but simply received promises and the covenant of
circumcision. The people of God lived as strangers in the
land of Canaan for a time but then they resisted God. The
sons of Jacob became angry with their brother Joseph
and sold him into slavery (Genesis 37). Their anger was
rooted in a refusal to accept that God might be moving in
their brother through dreams, dreams which made him
their ruler. Younger brothers do not rule their brothers or
parents! So, they enslaved him, and in so doing resisted
God’s movement.
God was not deterred, but moved in Joseph (in Egypt!) to
rescue Jacob’s family. God acted for Israel outside Israel
through the one man God’s family could not accept. Over
time, the land of rescue became the land of slavery, and
hardship and persecution became Israel’s lot, but God
moved. God brought about the birth of Moses who was
raised by the daughter of Pharaoh. When Moses saw the
plight of his people, he sought to rescue them, hoping
they would realize God was using him to rescue them.
They did not. God’s people could not accept that God
might use a man raised in Pharaoh’s court to lead them or
that God might be seeking to rescue them by destroying
their captors. They rejected Moses and resisted God,
forcing Moses to withdraw to Midian, but God did not
give up.
God appeared to Moses in a burning bush at Mount Sinai
(outside Israel!). He affirmed his desire to rescue the
people of Israel, and the one rejected by the Israelites
became their leader and God used him to deliver Israel
with signs and wonders which destroyed the Egyptians!
Moses led the people into the wilderness and to Mount
Sinai where the law was given, but Moses himself
promised that a prophet like him would come. Another
leader would come to lead a new exodus. Here Stephen
answers the first charge. To speak of Jesus is not to speak
against the Law. The Jews have simply misread the Law
and resisted, which is what they did when they received
the Law. When Moses received the Law, the Israelites
returned to idolatry. They could not accept how God was
leading them or interacting with them. They needed
a physical God and a life like they had in Egypt. They
resisted!
God did not give up. He gave them his physical presence
in the Tabernacle. He gave them holy ground that was
mobile, moving with them wherever they went. For
centuries God lived with his people, moving among them
in Israel in this manner, but the Israelites resisted. They
were not content to have God live among them in such a
mobile manner but sought to tie him down by building a

Temple and making the holy ground static. But this
was resistance because God cannot dwell in houses.
He is bigger than that!
Stephen concludes by noting the entire history
of God’s people has been one of God moving (in
extraordinary ways defying people’s expectations)
and that God’s people have always resisted. Every
movement of God has been met with resistance.
God’s movement in the person of Jesus is just the
last in a long history. God had really moved in Jesus.
This defied expectations. It made God mobile again,
making ground holy outside the Temple, but God’s
people would not have it and they resisted. They
killed Jesus.

Real life with Blake:

Sometimes on the journey of faith, we get stuck. We
come to a place and then we stay there. We don’t grow.
We don’t go. We just keep living out a Groundhog
Day-like experience, and we are miserable. We don’t
want to be stuck. We want to grow. We want to know
more of God, more of the life he means for us, but
we are going nowhere fast. Typically, we respond to
our times of stuckness by saying things like, “I need
to try harder,” or “I just need to pray more.” We run at
the invisible walls which imprison us only to find that
trying harder and praying more don’t knock them
down. We begin to wonder if we will always be stuck.
I have been there. You have been there. What I am
coming to realize is that my own times of stuckness
have nothing to do with not trying hard enough
or praying enough but have more to do with an
insufficient view of God. Simply put, I have made God
too small. I have this image in my head of who God
is and how he works. The problem is that image is
too small. When I think I have God figured out, I have
made him too small. Here is where the trouble comes.
God intersects my life and acts, and sometimes he
does so in a way which defies my expectations. In so
doing he extends an invitation for me to follow, but I
miss it. I miss God and his invitation because I cannot
imagine what I just saw was God. Surely God cannot
do that or act in that way. So I sit back and wait for
God, the very same God who has already acted. I wait
and wait for God to do what he has already done.
Now I am stuck. If I want to become unstuck and
stay that way, I have to expand my understanding of
who God is. I have to accept that maybe I don’t fully
understand God and accept his movement in my life.
That is hard, particularly the staying unstuck part,
because it forces me to live with an openness which
can make me feel uncomfortable. I want to know and
understand and predict, but then again I am not God.
I am his child and I do not want to be stuck.

Real life with you:
Ever been stuck? Stuck in a rut? Stuck in the sameold-same-old? You have? Me too! Being stuck is
great, for a while. Everything is comfortable and
familiar. Over time being stuck is awful. It is a slow
death, like being starved to death a few hundred
calories at a time. No one likes to get stuck, and
yet many of us on the faith journey are stuck and
stay stuck. In our times of stuckness, we discover
our typical solutions do not work. They don’t work
because they don’t have anything to do with how we
got stuck in the first place. We get stuck because we
saw God and heard his invitation to follow, but we
couldn’t believe what we just saw and experienced
really was God. You see, what we just saw and
experienced defied everything we know to be true
about God. So, we sit around and wait. We wait
to experience what God has already done. We are
stuck. If we want to get unstuck, we have to come
to accept that God is bigger than we imagined him to
be and accept his movement in our lives. This is often
a painful and stretching experience which many of
us have experienced. If we want to stay unstuck, we
have to come to a new level of openness to God, a
willingness to consider that God is bigger than we
could ever imagine, a willingness to see him even in
the places we do not expect him. How do we do this?
Part of the journey involves breaking down the box
in which we have placed God. We’ll get to that in the
coming weeks. The first step involves a willingness
to see, to truly see and experience God. For this, we
must pray like Moses, “Show me your glory” (Exodus
33.18). We must desire, like Moses, to see God for
who he really is and not who we expect him to be.
Perhaps this week you could pray that same prayer.
Perhaps you could express your own desire to see and
experience God as he really is by letting this prayer be
your heart-cry to God.
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